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ISLAND STYLE 
ESSENTIALS

Text by  GREG FORBES

No 1.

No 2.

No 3.
No 4.

These are the grooming essentials to 
stop you from going ape.

GROOMING
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No 5. No 6.

1. Kiehl’s Ultra Facial Cleanser Travel Size 75ml 
R175; 2. Kiehl’s Ultimate Strength Hand Salve 
75ml R215; 3. Kiehl’s Ultra Facial Moisturizer 
Travel Size 75ml R255; 4. Kiehl’s Ultra Facial 
Toner Travel 1.75ml R165; 5. Moroccan Oil 
Shampoo Moisture Repair Conditioner 70ml R140; 
6. Moroccan Oil Shampoo Moisture Repair Shampoo 
70ml R140

Escaping to a beach is certainly high up 
on all of our lists. A relaxing time lying on 
a beach, soaking up the vitamin D (glass 
after glass of Caipirinha or Mojito), and 
forgetting about the millions of emails 
clogging up your inbox does wonders for 
your body and mind. However, when 
escaping to said beach, don’t abandon the 
grooming basics – just remember the guys 
from Lost and Survivor – after three days 
they looked a little worse for wear. Sun, 
sand, salt water, and alcohol may be fun, 
but all of these in excess dehydrate the 
body, release free radicals and strip the 
skin and hair of essential oils. Must do’s 
include using sunblock, moisturising, and 
cleansing the skin and hair from salt 
particles that will strip moisture.

Then, of course, remember that your 
nails and facial hair also don’t stop 
growing – actually, with increased vitamin 
D, they tend to grow a little quicker. 
Simply pack in Tweezerman’s travel kit, 
available from Dischem, comprising a few 
must-have tools to keep you looking your 
best. ■
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PRODUCTS 
ON THE SHELF

Text by  GREG FORBES

Wow, it’s April already. Time is flying by, and soon we will be warming 
ourselves next to the fireplace or and heaters. 

From Left: DX Smooth Pro Series Dark Spot Corrector 15ml R70; DX Smooth Pro Series Deep Purifying Mask 75ml R60; Dolce & Gabbana Velvet Exotic Leather R150ml 
R5 080; Issey Miyake L’eau D’issey Pour Homme Parfum 125ml R1 350; Hugo Boss Extreme 100ml R1 200; Issey Miyake Pour Homme Eau Fraiche 100ml R1 175; 
Dolce & Gabbana Velvet Mimosa 150ml R5 080.

GROOMING



MEET YOUR EQUAL

Let us introduce the new Maserati Quattroporte - a unique fusion of power, refinement and Italian 
design, specially designed for high achievers like yourself. With GranSport trim comes features that 
include an aerodynamic kit, sports seats, gearshift paddles, red brake callipers and 21-inch Titano 
wheels. Quattroporte and you:  two dynamic souls; two kindred spirits.

THE NEW QUATTROPORTE. BY MASERATI.

The data may not refer to the model represented

www.maserati.co.za

MASERATI CAPE TOWN

67 Jan Smuts Street, Cape Town, 8001
Phone: 0800 0600 78
E-mail: info@maseraticpt.co.za

MASERATI JOHANNESBURG

Building no. 3, Bryanston Boulevard,
2985 William Nicol Drive, Bryanston
Phone: 0800 0600 77 | E-mail: info@maseratijhb.co.za

Quattroporte GTS with GranSport trim: V8, 3.8-litre – Max power: 530 HP – Top speed: 310 km/h – 0 to 100 km/h: 4.7 sec
Quattroporte Diesel: V6, 3.0-litre – Max power: 275 HP – Top speed: 252 km/h – 0 to 100 km/h: 6.4 sec



License 
to Chill
Classic island-hopping attire 
should be relaxed but pristine. 

CLOSET

M A X I M  O C T  2 01714
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Jacket, BRUNELLO CUCINELLI. 
Sunglasses, PLAYBOY

Jacket, BERLUTI 
Sunglasses, PERSOL

Jacket, BRUNELLO CUCINELLI 
Sunglasses, GIORGIO ARMANI

Tuxedo jacket, TOM FORD
Sunglasses, RAY-BAN 

Shoes (from left), J.M. WESTON, 
SALVATORE FERRAGAMO, 

ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA

Shirts (from left), LORO PIANA, 
ERMENEGILDO ZEGNA

Shirts, TOM FORD

Bag, GHURKA

Pants, LORO PIANA

Watches (clockwise 
from left), BALL, 
LOUIS VUITTON,
BELL & ROSS
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Weekend 
Warrior 

Take off with an outfit that’s 
equal to any occasion.

CLOSET
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Hat, WORTH & WORTH 
Jacket, TOMMY HILFIGER

LUCIANO BARBERA

PERSOL
TURNBULL & ASSER

SELIMA OPTIQUE
TURNBULL & ASSER

BREITLING

SELIMA OPTIQUE VERSACE

RAY-BAN SELIMA OPTIQUE

Hat, WORTH & WORTH 
Jacket, CARUSO

Hat, NICK FOUQUET
Jacket, PAUL SMITH  

Hat, MONTECRISTI 
Jacket, DSQUARED2

TOM FORD

BREMONTHUBLOT
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SOMETHING 
UNEXPECTED 

I actually never thought Would see the 
day BMW Motorrad played in this space 
of the Mo-torcycle market. I for one am 
glad they have made the choice to, and so 
to should the rest of the entry level and 
beginner bike market be. 

So what to expect ? Innovative single-
cylinder engine for dynamic riding fun 
and suitability for a wast range of ride 

applications.The centrepiece of the 
new BMW G 310 R is a completely 
newly developed 313 cc liquid-cooled 
single-cylinder engine with four 
valves and two over-head camshafts 
together with electronic fuel 
injection. The capacity of 313 cc 
results from a bore of 80 millimetres 
and a stroke of 62.1 millimetres. How 
does that translate into real world , 
well the ride and power make for a 
really versatile commute bike that 
isn't to much or to little of what you 
actually need to get around in traffic 
and city settings with ease and fun. In 
fact even on the highway roads I 

travelled I could out pace most cars in 
the fast lane, sure I was pushing top gear 
and revs but the G 310 R did the job, and 
felt planted and stable at 130km/h 

The styling… this was the most impressive 
part of the bike for me. It wasn't as small 
look-ing as I was expecting, and care was 
given the cosmetics and looks that made it 
seem as if it were a larger cc bike than it 
actually is. The press bike I was on was a 
M motor sport color paint scheme, and it 
looks really good. The seat and positioning 
are all very comfort-able and the ride feel 
complements the good looks.

During the press launch which took 
place through the city streets of 
Johannesburg. I had loads of opportunity 
to cut through traffic, weave between 
cars and tight spaces, and set off from 
traffic lights first. We made many stops 
for lunch and coffee along the way, 
which gave me chance to park the bike 
get on and off. Stops for fuel etc and all 
in all get a feel for what this bike was 
made for. The G 310 R is easy, its fun and 

it gets you from A to B in style and stress 
free. When I bike is as light as the G 310 R 
yes you don't have the skin tearing 
acceleration of the bigger bikes, but you 
are agile and when the play ground is 
city streets and traffic how much top end 
speed can you actually use? the balance 
of perfor-mance and braking and 
movability on the G 310 R is just right.

BMW is a highly trusted brand, and in the 
higher cc bikes BMW is extremely 
popular. get-ting into the lower cc bracket 
is actually a great move not just for BMW 
but for the con-sumer. Offering a BMW 
bike with everything that comes with the 
brand and label and reliability at the 
entry level might just offer many the 
motivation and push they need to leave 
four wheel transport behind… or at least 
to rainy days. I know of so many people 
older and young, male and female that 
want to start riding a bike not only for the 
benefits in commute it offers but for the 
appeal and fun it brings as a lifestyle.

So I guess all thats left to see is how well 
will this bike sell? how well will the 
market re-spond and how soon will I be 
seeing the G 310 R in the streets? Up until 
now in my view the go to bike at this level 
was the KTM 390, and I say that because I 
see it everywhere and every single high 
school kids starts on that bike. Even out 
side of a starter bike the 390 is a world of 
fun and as much as I have only ever 
commuted on larger cc bikes after having 
spent the day on the G310R I get the 
appeal, I get its place and I am excited to 
see the response.

When you ride a bike as choice over a car , 
you dream of a world with more bikes and 
people realizing what you have. The 
prospect of a strong entry level BMW to 
entice more people over to the world of two 
wheels is exciting to me. I love the 
innovation and forward thinking coming 
out of BMW. For their first below 500cc 
motorcycle , they have done a sterling job at 
it and if you are one of the people 
considering a jump to the bike world, the G 
310 R must be on your list to check out.

BMW reveals its new market entrant with the stylish, sleek and uncompromising G 310 R
By GAVIN PERRY
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LAUREN 
FLEISHMAN 

Brilliant beauty breaking taboos. You’ll want to hear what she has to say! 

Pho tog raphy  b y   FLOREN T CA RM I N & TOD D V IT T I
Produced  b y    FCT V PU B LIC REL AT IONS

Text  b y  JASON FLEE T WOOD

S O U T H  A F R I C A
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About me
I’m a writer and artist from Los Angeles, USA, who is fascinated with 
human sexuality, gender performance, art, the psychology of humans 
and breaking taboos. I am called a Muse because I inspire positive 
change in others. 

My goals and career ambitions
Create and sell a scripted tv show for HBO, own and help curate an art 
gallery for street artists, fall madly in love, travel to every country, 
write many books, become a motivational speaker on a global level. 
Work with all types of artists, become my best and inspire others to do 
the same.

My hobbies and interests
Reading, drinking tea, people watching, good sex, writing, thinking 
about alternate universes and time/space continuums, mind 
expansion and creating art with my friends.

Who inspires me
Cleopatra, Pablo Picasso, Allen Ginsberg, Camille Paglia, The fictional 
character - Carrie Bradshaw, Marianne Williamson, Jean Michel 
Basquiat, Russell Brand, Osho, Cindy Sherman and Zita Vass - 
trailblazers who aren’t afraid to be a little subversive! 

My favourite quote
“Everything has beauty, but not everyone sees it.” - Confucius 

Turn on
Confidence, knowledge and good style! I love smart guys who also put 
effort into cultivating a cool aesthetic.

Turn off
Laziness, unconsciousness, lack of empathy for others. 

The perfect date
Rollerblading, ice skating, active stuff or anything artistic… 
something different than a dinner!

My girl crush
I have so many! My #1 is Madonna, the ultimate modern Queen. I 
love how she emerged as a completely groundbreaking artist and 
was able to constantly and (seemingly) authentically re-invent 
herself for decades and still is! She is a great role model for women 
as she teaches self-love, freedom of self-expression and acceptance 
for all. I also crush on Nancy Friday, Mae West, The Kaplan Twins 
and Paris Hilton.

My favourite food
I love anything that makes my body feel good - protein, green 
smoothies, natural foods, no sugar. But well, I love dark chocolate! 

My biggest fear
Fear is a lower vibration and an emotion I identify with rarely... 
but if I have to go there... it would be imagining my dog, Rishi 
hurt. 

One destination I’d love to visit
The Great Pyramids in Egypt or Iceland. 

I’m not embarrassed to say
I meditate and pray to the universe daily. I also did an art project 
for Girl Gaze Project with @Syduals and the subject was on 
sexuality and taboos, so I used my own period blood as a medium. 
It was super fun and empowering. Photos came out great!

For more of Lauren’s adventures you can follow her on 
Instagram @lafleish
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FITNESS

ADDING 
QUALITY MUSCLE

It may be cheesy but it still brings a smile to every tight-vested gym goer’s face: “Sun’s out, guns out” is 
a saying that will live long and prosper, so let’s give credit where it’s due.

Text  by  TA SHA PIENAAR

M A X I M  O C T  2 01726
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One of the most desired muscles to have for any man are biceps. The feeling of 
your sleeves constricting the blood flow to your forearms is an aspiration of 
most men, and the crux of many female fantasies too. Here’s how to build your 
biceps, in a way that will make even Arnie himself shed a tear of pride.

EZ Bar Curls
This exercise hits both heads of the bicep if done properly. Don’t swing the bar 
back and forth using your hips as a pendulum. Stand with your feet shoulder 
width apart, knees soft and elbows to your side. Start with your grip palms up 
(supinated) on the inner part of the bar, almost making a “v” shape. Push out 
half of your required rep range making sure that your elbows stay put and that 
your wrists don’t compensate, so if you find yourself struggling then you need 
to drop to a lower weight. Immediately after completing your first half of your 
reps, shift your grip to the wider part of the bar and finish your second half. 

Spider Curls
This can be done either on a bench, set at a 45-degree angle, or on the preacher 
curl bench. Again, with your palms facing up, grip the barbell on the inner 
part and curl upwards. Your elbows should either be pressed up against the 
preacher bench, or away from your body if you are on the normal bench. Once 
you reach the top of the movement, tuck your head down and try pull the bar 
over your head. The tension at the end of this move is what you are looking for. 
Hold it for a second and then let the bar down back to your starting position. 
Repeat for the required rep range.

Barbell 21s
The idea behind this exercise is to split your reps into 3 sets of 7 each. Use the 
cable and straight bar attachment for this one to switch it up a bit. Using the 
supinated grip and your elbows tightly at your sides, bring the bar up 
90-degrees to your elbows. Repeat that for your first 7 reps. The second set of 
7 is done from the 90-degree angle to the top, and contracting for a second. The 
third and final set is the full range of motion, from the bottom right to the top.

Hammer curls
Using dumbbells, start this movement standing straight with the weights 
comfortably on either side of you, palms facing your body. Keep this position 
as you bring the weight up towards your chest, remembering to keep your 
elbows tight at your sides and only really moving your forearms.

Dumbbell Curls Under Constant Tension
There isn’t really a name for this exercise but this one explains the basic idea. 
Seating yourself on a bench that is set just higher than 45 degrees, your elbows 
should rest comfortably away from your body. Using a supinated grip bring 
one dumbbell up 90-degrees to your torso, hold and squeeze the grip while 
pushing out 5 reps with your other arm. Alternate until your reps are done and 
then start your new set on the rested arm.

Zottman Curl
This variation to your normal bicep curl engages both heads of the bicep as 
well as your forearms. Begin with a supinated grip bicep curl to the top, pause 
for a second and then rotate your wrists so that your palms are now facing 
downwards (pronated). Slowly bring the dumbbells back down to the starting 
position and as they reach your thighs turn them in again so that they are 
comfortably facing your body. ■



THE DUST DEVIL
THE BRIDGESTONE RACER OF THE YEAR GIVES US INSIGHT TO THE 
2016 DAKAR AND HIS EXPERIENCES OF GOOD, BAD AND NEAR DEATH.
Text  b y  TA HSA PIENA A R
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THE DUST DEVIL
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At this level it is really not possible to slack off.  If you lose focus, even 
for a moment, you not only let yourself down but your entire team who 
have dedicated hours to the sport and your sponsors won’t be happy 
either.

Tell us a bit about the 2012 season, with your and Coetzee’s car 
burning out.
The car burning out at the first rally of the year was a very bad omen 
for what was to come that year. It was probably one of my worst 
seasons ever.  I’m just glad that’s over and my good fortune returned 
the following year.  It was a very long year for me.

In 2015, you raced your second Dakar and improved your placing 
from 33rd in the previous year to 16th last year. What changes were 

implemented to make this massive 
jump?
The first year at Dakar was a massive 
learning curve. I was trying to go too 
fast initially which then caused more 
problems for me down the line. It’s a 
very tough, very long race so the next 
time I went I paced myself and the car 
lasted.  I also addressed nutritional and 
fitness issues which I hadn’t known 
about in the first year.  This 3rd Dakar in 
2016 was my best performance yet and 
finishing 5th Overall has given me an 
incentive to finish on the Podium in 
2017.

Yourself and Coetzee have won six of 
the eleven stages of the 2016 SA 
National Rally Championship! What 
are your thoughts as far as round two 
is concerned?
Our only goal is to win the 
Championship back for Toyota this 
year.  The car is capable and Elvene and 
I are fit and focused at the moment.  
I’ve just come back from an extremely 

successful Dakar outing so I’m ready to continue performing well for 
Toyota.

What does winning the Bridgestone Racer of The Year mean to you, 
and what do you think it does for your career?
The most important thing for me is to be classed with such a talented 
group of South African motorsportsmen who have previously held the 
title.  

Your wife Michaela travels around with you for all of these events. How 
does having her there for support help you to prepare for the races?
It’s great having her there, I’m very lucky and I see it as an advantage. 
She understands exactly how I work and what I need to do to achieve 
these goals we’ve set together.  It’s almost like having my dad around 
again because she’s hard on me when I need it but also knows how to 
give me that bit of a boost when things aren’t going smoothly. We make 
a good team. ■

Leeroy Poulter has been riding bikes since he was two years old, and 
now at 34, he has raced internationally and won more than half of the 
2016 SA National Rally Championships stages. We chat to the 
Bridgestone Racer of The Year about burning cars, his wins, and how 
having his biggest supporter by his side motivates him. 

You just turned 34 years old, and you have 29 years of motorsport 
experience. That means that at the age of 6 you were already on 
wheels! Who was the person that got your interest piqued in this 
sport?
My late father, Norman Poulter, was involved with motorsport for 
many years so it was a natural progression for my brother and I to 
become involved from a young age. 

What was the turning point for you to 
change from motorsport to karting in 
1994?
I started racing Motorcross when I was 6 
years old and then moved to karting 
when I was 9 years old because of a 
badly broken leg.  My parents thought 
karting would be a safer option. I won 
the 100CC Stock Championship in 1996, 
and then I started circuit racing for Opel 
in 1997 while simultaneously karting.

How did it feel getting your first invite 
from Opel to race in the GP N 
Championship, considering you were 
the youngest competitor?
It was an honour to even be considered 
to test for the position. I was put up 
against a number of very talented 
drivers at that time who had all been 
involved with circuit racing for a long 
time while I was still only karting.  

Placing second in your first 
international race at the Rotax Final 
in Puerto Rico must have put you on 
an extreme high. What would you say contributed to your placing?
The competition in South Africa is of a very high standard, so I was 
well prepared by the time I had to compete internationally. To this day 
it’s a known entity that if a South African karter manages to compete 
overseas we will always exceed expectations.

How did you juggle your time between karting and the win of 2006 
with Nissan and the Bridgestone Production Car Championship?
It’s always challenging but I believe if you want to be the best at what 
you are doing you have to make the necessary sacrifices. It is well 
worth it in the end if the foundations for your career have been laid 
down early.  My family and their relentless support of my racing career 
made this possible. Every decision and sacrifice was made with one 
goal in mind and that was to win.

It seems that you have a title under your belt for every year. Do you 
ever give yourself some time off to just prepare?

RACING
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W A T C H  B E Y O N D

B R   V 2 - 9 4   B L A C K   S T E E L · Available at: Bell & Ross Sandton Boutique · Adara · Bellagio · Big Five Duty Free · Cajees Time Zone · Makgalas · Murdock 
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The beautiful spokesmodel an avid animal lover from sunny California.
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Can you tell our Maxim readers a little bit about yourself? 
Hey guys, I’m Ashley. Originally from Illinois, I now live in sunny Southern 
California, USA. I work full time as a spokesmodel for various motorsports 
events. I’m a huge animal lover and practice a vegan lifestyle. I’m currently 
going to school for plant based nutrition. I’m a huge movie nerd and in my 
free time I’m typically snuggled up on the couch watching movies with my 
rescue pets.

Describe your perfect date? 
My perfect date is spending the day on the beach relaxing drinking and eating 
yummy vegan food.

What is your biggest turn off? 
My biggest turn off is someone who is overly cocky and full of themselves.

What is the number one thing on your bucket list? 
The number one thing on my bucket list is to open up my own animal rescue.

What is your guiltiest pleasure? 
Ben and Jerry’s Almond Milk Peanut Butter and Cookies Ice Cream! I can eat 
it all in one sitting.

What is your favourite sport to play, and watch? 
My favourite sport to play is tennis. My favourite sport to watch is baseball. Go 
Cubs!

What do you do to relax? 
To relax, I love going to the spa and laying out at the beach.

Name three things that you can’t live without? 
I can’t live without my rescue dog, Wayne, my phone and peanut butter!

Is there something about you that would surprise your Maxim readers? 
After high school, I pursued a career as a dog groomer for several years.

If you had one week to do whatever you wanted, what would you do 
and why? 
I would go to Africa and volunteer at animal sanctuaries. It’s something I’ve 
always wanted to do.

For more of Ashley’s adventures you can follow her on Instagram 
@ashwilkexo and Twitter @AshWilke
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THE JACK 
OF ALL 
TRAITS

When one thinks of Australia, a few specific things come to mind. 
Great cricket teams, a big rock in the middle of nowhere, shrimps 

on the barbie, and Hugh Jackman. 

Tex t  b y  A NDRE COETZER
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From humble beginnings in Sydney, to nailing down one of the most 
famous X-men characters ever, it’s no surprise that this Australian actor 
has risen from the land down under to become one of the biggest stars 
in Hollywood.

Fair Dinkum Fella
Hugh Michael Jackman was born on October 12th, 1968 in Sydney 
Australia. As the youngest of five children Jackman had a fairly typical 
upbringing. That is until, at the age of eight, his mother left the family 
and it was up to his father to raise the five siblings. Although tough 
growing up without a mother in the house, Jackman was supported by 
his father and older siblings and fondly recollects his childhood. As a 
graduate from The University of Technology in Sydney, Jackman got his 
first taste of professional acting on stage in various musicals across 
Melbourne. Gifted with a natural flair for acting and a wonderful 
singing voice, the young Sydney native 
took to the stage like a platypus to 
water. After a long and successful stint 
touring theatres across Australia, 
Jackman decided to spread his wings 
and take his talents to an international 
stage, earning numerous awards and 
critical praise from theatre critics for 
his potrayals of Curly in Oklahoma! and 
Billy Bigelo in Carousel. From London’s 
West End to New York’s Broadway, 
Hugh Jackman was a big deal in theatre 
but it would be his portrayal as a 
genetically mutated Canadian that 
would turn him into a global film 
superstar.

You Call That A Knife?
Back in 1999, comic book movies were 
often seen as B-grade, badly adapted 
screen versions of popular graphical 
novels. This all changed when the first 
X-Men movie was released in 2000, 
smashing box office records and laying 
the foundation for the popular Marvel 
extended universe. Not only did X-Men 
change the Hollywood landscape, it also provided Jackman with the 
role he was born for, that of the clawed Wolverine — arguably the most 
popular X-men character. Jackman suited the look and character so well 
that it turned him into a household name over night. He followed up 
that success with Swordfish alongside John Travolta in 2001, romantic 
comedy fantasy Kate and Leopold in 2001 and the famed monster killer 
Van Helsing in 2004. Despite his growing big-screen career, Jackman 
remained true to his theatre roots, returning to the stage for his Tony 
Award winning performance in the Broadway spectacle The Boy from 
Oz. In 2005 Jackman had the honour of hosting the 2005 Tony Awards, 
a role he took to so well that he later won an Emmy Award for his 
hosting skills. But the multi-talented, multi-award winning man from 
Aus was not finished yet.

Good Onya, Mate!
Back on the big screen, Jackman returned as Wolverine in the 2006 
X-Men: Last Stand, a massive box office success earning almost R4 
billion. It would be a role he would return to numerous times throughout 
his career, playing the angry Canadian mutant for over 17 years. He is 
far from a one trick pony, starring in various films throughout the 
2000s from Woody Allen’s mystery film The Scoop to a Victorian-era 
magician opposite Christian Bale in The Prestige. In 2008, Jackman’s 
highly anticipated work with fellow Australians Nicole Kidman and Baz 
Luhrmann was released. Epic in its scope, Australia tells the story of an 
English woman who travels to the outback to find her husband, and 
ends up fighting for the land she inherited after his death. She is helped 
by a local man who is played by Jackman, and the two become an 
unlikely romantic couple. The film received mixed reviews and was a 
box office disappointment. Despite the surprise failure of Australia, 

Jackman still remained one of the most 
popular actors today and in December 
of 2008 he was named “Sexiest Man 
Alive” by People Magazine, joining the 
ranks of other Hollywood big-hitters 
such as George Clooney and Brad Pitt. 
In 2012, Jackman helped bring one of 
the most famous musicals of all time to 
the big screen, starring in Les Miserables 
with Anne Hathaway, Amanda Seyfried 
and Russell Crowe. In the film, Jackman 
plays Jean Valjean, a former prisoner 
who tries to hold on to the new life he 
has built for himself. Russell Crowe 
portrays the police officer on his trail. 
In January 2013, Jackman received a 
Golden Globe Award for Best Actor in a 
Musical or Comedy for his Les 
Miserables performance. Soon after the 
success of Les Miserables, Jackman 
would be honoured with a star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame, further 
cementing his Hollywood star power. 

He Came From A Land Down Under
In 2016, Jackman will star in Eddie the 

Eagle, a film inspired by true events about Michael “Eddie” Edwards 
(Taron Egerton), an unlikely but courageous British ski-jumper who 
never stopped believing in himself – even as an entire nation was 
counting him out. With the help of a rebellious and charismatic coach 
(played by Hugh Jackman), Eddie takes on the establishment and wins 
the hearts of sports fans around the world by making an improbable 
and historic showing at the 1988 Calgary Winter Olympics. It’s a heart-
warming film with Jackman once again in top form, proving without a 
doubt why he is considered by many as one of the most versatile actors 
in film today. From humble beginnings in Sydney, Australia to charming 
audiences in theatres across the globe, Hugh Jackman is certainly a 
Hollywood icon. ■
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BRILLIANT
DISGUISE

Since garnering an Oscar nomination for his role 
in 2008’s Revolutionary Road, Michael Shannon 
has effortlessly navigated thoughtful indies like 
Take Shelter and 99 Homes, the serious period 
drama of HBO’s Boardwalk Empire, big-ticket 
Hollywood blockbusters (he plays super villain 
General Zod in Zack Snyder’s Man of Steel), and his 
first love, the stage. In addition to playing a father 
desperate to protect his supernatural son in Jeff 
Nichols’ forthcoming sci-fi thriller, Midnight Special, 
Shannon will bring his signature intensity to the big 
screen multiple times this year, including a turn as 
“the King” himself in Elvis & Nixon, before facing 
off against Jessica Lange in the Broadway revival of 
Eugene O’Neill’s Long Day’s Journey Into Night.

A lot of people might not know that you also play 
in a band (Corporal). Did you always do music as 
well as act? 
I’ve been doing music since before I was acting. 
Honestly, music is my favorite thing, more than any 
of the other stuff. Music’s what I love. I like acting, 
but I fantasize about — this probably makes me 
sound stupid and obnoxious — but I fantasize about 
not acting and devoting all my energy to the band. 
But I also know that it’s kind of a scarlet letter to try 
to be an actor playing in a band. Everybody secretly 
thinks it’s silly, or not even secretly. Blatantly. 

I always think of you first and foremost as a theater 
actor. Is there something that the experience of 
being in front of a live audience provides you that 
acting in films does not? 
The super-simple answer to that question is that 
onstage is where I feel the most like I’m actually 
alive. Everything that I’m doing, every single 
thing that I’m doing with every part of my being, 
is expression. In the life situations we all deal 
with—professional situations, family situations, 
whatever—you’re constantly monitoring yourself 
and trying to follow certain rules, or trying to 
accomplish things, trying to clean the toilet, 
whatever the hell you’re trying to do. But when 

Text  by  T.  COLE R ACHEL  
Photographed by  ALBERT WATSON

From stage to screen, Michael Shannon has shown himself to be 
a man of many faces.
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Opposite page: Anorak, turtleneck sweater, and track pants, 
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I’m onstage, I think, “I’m here. I’m really 
fucking here. Let’s go.” I’m there to tell a 
story. To me, it’s just where I feel the most 
alive. Even with film, you don’t get that, 
because film is very clinical and technical 
and molecular—“Let’s get this right today,” 
you know? “Let’s get this little square 
inch right today.” But when you go out on 
the stage, it’s like, “Whew,” and you feel 
everybody paying attention to the same 
thing and trying to get as much out of it as 
they humanly can. That’s a beautiful thing 
to me. You leave yourself—you literally 
forget who you are for a second, if it’s 
good. It’s like one of these sci-fi movies; 
you become the glowing orb or something. 
You’re just sitting there witnessing 
something. Then the lights come back up 
and you’re like, “Oh, I’m me.”

You’ve been fortunate enough to be 
involved in an insanely wide variety of 
projects, everything from theater to film 
to television. Do you have any dream 
projects? Or roles that you wish people 
would offer you that they don’t? 
I can’t say that I do, really. I don’t have 
anything in my pocket that I’m like, “But 
what I really want to do is this.” The projects 
that I really love to do are theater projects. 
With film, I ride the wave. I say, “Well, who’s 
going to call me next? What’ve they got?” 
It’s much more about the people. There are 
people I want to work with. I don’t know 
what the story is, or who the character is, 
but I know I want to work with David Lynch. 

I want to work with Paul Thomas 
Anderson. Who wouldn’t? But I 
don’t have a specific dream part 
that I want to play, like Hamlet. 
I don’t have that. One thing I 
actually really enjoy doing in 
theater is revisiting material. 
Probably my favorite writer is 
Eugène Ionesco, and I’ve done a 
play of his, The Killer, twice, and 
I’d like to do it again. I’d like to 
do it every 15 years, just to keep 
doing it. That’s how it used to be. 
In ancient Rome, an actor would 
play the same character their 
whole life.

That’s a pretty fascinating 
proposition. You’d be able 
to see how much your life 
experience changes the 

performance as you get older, what 
new things you’d bring to it each time.
Yeah, to me it’s all about the ebb and flow 
of your subconscious. We’re all like boats 
in the sea, picking up barnacles. The older 
you get, the more barnacles you get. The 
barnacles, if you’re an actor and you’re 
doing a play, are useful, because it’s like, 
well, these are the experiences I’ve had 
since the last time I did it. Maybe the last 
time I did it, when I said this particular 
line, I had no idea what I was talking about, 
and now I’ll have a better idea what this 
might mean.

Actors often get a bad rap among 
creatives as being terrible narcissists.
Yeah. That’s the stereotype. Most of 
the actors I’m friends with are actually 
empathetic people who spend their time 
trying to figure out how to be other people 
or how to understand them. Whereas a lot of 
my friends who are writers and artists spend 
their time - thinking about themselves? 
That’s a very astute observation. I believe 
that acting is a service industry. That’s why 
actors make good waiters. You’re a servant. 
The best acting is invisible, it doesn’t call 
attention to itself, you don’t even know it’s 
happening. As an actor, you are an aperture 
between things: Here’s what the writer and 
the director want the audience to see, and 
here’s the audience. You are the portal. 
People aren’t supposed to be sitting there 
thinking, “Wow, Bob’s giving such a great 
performance right now.”

Your name came up recently at a dinner 
party, and someone said, “Oh, he’s a 
movie star…but he’s also an actor.” What 
do you make of that? 
That’s funny. I feel that way about Paul 
Newman. I think Paul Newman was an 
incredible actor. I think he was as good 
as Brando or anybody else. He was 
also incredibly handsome. But I don’t 
think Newman really gets the credit he 
deserves. He gave some mind-boggling 
performances. He’s a perfect example 
of what I’m talking about. He’s never 
begging for you to think he’s great. All 
he’s doing is telling the story. That’s all 
he’s fucking doing. What drives me crazy 
are actors who make it about themselves. 
It’s like what’s more important is, “What’s 
happening to me?” When actually, who 
cares? When somebody’s doing surgery, 
nobody is standing around thinking, 
“What’s the surgeon thinking right now?” 
Hopefully all the surgeon is thinking about 
is getting your appendix out.

People are always so desperate to make it 
in this industry, but for you it seems like 
things happened really organically. You 
worked very hard amassing this incredible 
body of work that eventually paid off.  
People always ask me for advice. One of 
the things you’ve got to remember is, it’s 
not just about how good you are at your 
job, but also that people have to want to 
be around you. If you’re a fucking dick, 
nobody’s going to want to be around you 
for 12 hours on set.

How do you feel about, well, having to do 
stuff like this? Talking about yourself in 
interviews, dissecting what you do for a 
living?
It’s something that you gradually 
understand. The first time anybody thinks 
it’s worthwhile to interview you it’s very 
flattering. It’s like, “Wow. Finally I can 
tell the world everything I think and feel!” 
Then that phase ends, and you’re like, 
“Oh, this is a pain in the ass.” The great, 
dirty, scary secret is that you don’t actually 
have anything to say. People are asking me 
these questions, and I don’t have anything 
to say. Then you get through that. For me, 
anyway, you get to a point where you’re 
just trying to have a conversation. That’s 
all I ever really want to do anyway. I just 
want to have a conversation. ■
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VCan you tell our Maxim readers where you were born, grew up 
and what it was like?  
I was born in Sacramento, the state capital of California, USA. It’s a 
pretty “normal” place to raise a family. I spent my childhood 
cheerleading, going to the river and lake, and lots of time in Tahoe and 
San Francisco. After high school I studied cosmetology, but I always 
had an itch to move to Southern California to model and live the 
Hollywood life.  

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself? 
Most people say I am calming, and have a great sense of humour. 
I have a very hard time telling a lie, which ironically can get me 
into trouble sometimes. I love dressing up and getting glammed. 
Pilates and Barre keep me in shape. I’ve been very fortunate in my 
20’s to get some great opportunities and meet some awesome and 
larger than life people. Over the last 6 years I lived in San Diego, 
Miami, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and currently Austin, Texas. Let’s 
just say I’ve got to experience a lot! The perks about modelling are 
being able to meet very interesting people, gaining access to cool 
events, and travelling to places you may have otherwise not. 

Tell us about your Maxim cover photo shoot and what it was 
like shooting in Las Vegas.
It was my first time shooting with Brian and he is amazing! He 
knew exactly how to get the perfect shot and make me feel 
confident. I shot at the Palms pool while there was a pool party 
going on. So, as you can imagine there was a lot of eyes on me. I 
had a lot of people walking over to me to ask what I was shooting 
for. Overall it was a great experience and I feel so lucky to be on 
the cover.

What is it about men that attracts you the most?
This definitely doesn’t boil down to one specific trait. You need to be 
the whole package. A tall dark and handsome guy with brains, who 
knows how to treat his woman like a princess is a good start. 

C O V E R  G I R L

Describe your perfect night out on a date. 
The perfect date night is when I get to dress up in a new outfit my 
boyfriend got me and we have dinner and drinks somewhere nice. My 
favourite dates are when we are travelling in other countries because 
we usually go somewhere new and exciting.

What is the most romantic thing a guy has ever done for you?
That’s a tough one, my boyfriend is always surprising me with 
something special, and saying sweet things. He recently took me on a 
surprise trip to Europe. When we first started dating, I flew home to 
LA for the week and he wanted me to fly back just hours later. Needless 
to say, I was flattered.

Do you follow any sports?
I watch a little bit of everything, not necessarily by choice. While I 
don’t exactly follow it, I do enjoy watching a good match, whether it be 
basketball, football, tennis, or boxing. I especially like live sports.

Is there something about you that would surprise our Maxim 
readers?
Even though I am thin, I love to eat! There have been multiple times 
when the waiter at a restaurant told me I was ordering too much food 
for myself.

What is your most embarrassing moment?
I don’t get embarrassed too easily, but probably when I was on a date 
and I tripped in 6-inch heels face forward! Somehow, I managed to not 
get hurt in the process, but did manage to prove how clumsy I can be. 

How can our Maxim readers follow you on social media?
You can follow me on Instagram @missvalerieroseS
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The Italian/Dutch brown-eyed model from Canada who enjoys horseback riding, cooking and experiencing new cultures.

Photography by RYAN DWYER
Produced by MAINSTREET PRODUCTIONS
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About me
I’m an Italian/Dutch bilingual brown-eyed brunette from Montreal 
Quebec, now living in Los Angeles. I’m the youngest of three. I 
grew up a ballet dancer and competitive cheerleader so I’ve always 
been active. I was scouted when I was 14 while in line getting a 
smoothie at the mall however my modelling career really became 
my focus when I went to Greece to work for the summer when I 
was 16. I skipped a grade in high school, and graduated college 
having majored in theatre. I packed up and moved to New York City 
when I essentially started my modelling career. It was tough and 
inconsistent, so I juggled three jobs and eventually it picked up. 
Fast-forward two years, I moved to LA which was always a dream of 
mine. I found my market. I started working with my dream clients 
and truly am living my dream. 

My hobbies and interests
I love being active and it doesn’t hurt that it keeps me healthy and in 
shape. I grew up horseback riding and that remains a passion of mine. 
I recently started cooking and turns out, I love it! I’m a big movie fan. 
I like to read or listen to audio books on personal development having 
grown up in that environment. I love to travel and experience new 
cultures. I also love volunteering with the elderly. 

My goals and career ambitions
I am really passionate about modelling and will continue to work 
hard and see where it takes me. I’ve always been a performer so 
probably something in the entertainment industry. Acting interests 
me as well but there is a business side of me so owning my own 
business will most likely become a reality. 

Who inspires me
My parents and siblings. We’ve always been very supportive of one 
another and always encourage each other’s dreams and goals. 

My favourite quote
“Nothing has meaning but the meaning you give it.”

Turn on
I love a man who is ambitious, confident, intelligent and family 
oriented. Someone who is always looking to learn, grow and can 
thrive when faced with adversity. Someone who can make me laugh 
and goes through life with passion. 

Turn off
Someone who acts superior. 

The perfect date
One that consists of a lot of laughs. 

My girl crush
Sofía Vergara

My favourite food
French fries

My biggest fear
Ending up in a marriage my husband refers to as prison.

One destination I’d love to visit
Bali 

I’m not embarrassed to say
I’m kind of a dork.

For more of Shannon’s journeys you can her on Instagram 
@shannon.dalonzo or on Snapchat at staradalonzo.
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VIRGIN
 TERRITORY

From private islands and super yachts to underwater adventures and Dionysian beach parties, there’s no greater
 place to escape than the Virgin Islands. Here’s where to eat, play, and stay in paradise.

Text  by  LINDSAY SILBERMAN
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ikini-clad fire dancers have stormed the sand for the grand 
finale, their pyrotechnic torches waving in perfect unison, like 
synchronized swimmers on land. It appears, if just for a second, 
that the women are multiplying. But that’s just the Painkiller 
talking. After five of them (those sweet Virgin Island rum 
cocktails that live up to their opiate-inspired name) it’s probably 
best to call it a night. Other partygoers are beginning to trickle 
out, too, in hopes of getting some shut-eye before tomorrow, the 
second day of the Loro Piana Caribbean Superyacht Regatta & 
Rendezvous. The competition takes place every March in the 

British Virgin Islands, attracting the world’s most opulent super yachts and the 
international jet set that tend to orbit around them, with a healthy appetite for lavish 
beach bacchanals and IRL boat porn. 

If it weren’t for the prime sailing conditions, the Virgin Islands, which are located just 
60 kilometers east of Puerto Rico, would be an unlikely host for such a buzz-worthy 
spectacle. In contrast to neighboring St. Barts, where being seen comes with the 
territory, the Virgins are decidedly private, unpretentious, and paparazzi-free, which is 
why so many power players have purchased property here. Or, in the case of Sir Richard 
Branson, purchased entire islands.   

As the story goes, Branson bought Necker Island, a 29-hectare private enclave in the 
BVI, with a single purpose: to impress the girl he’d fallen in love with. Unsurprisingly, his 
plan worked; the two got hitched there 11 years later and have called it their permanent 
home ever since. Branson now rents out the island to his celebrity friends (or anyone else 
willing to fork over the R1.3 million per-night price tag) and in recent years bought a 
second island, Moskito, just three kilometers away, which officially opened for rental 
this winter. The island has an eco-friendly resort—called the Branson Estate, naturally—
consisting of three palatial villas that accommodate a total of 22 people. It’s the ultimate 
adult amusement park, where water sports are at your fingertips, the bars are stocked 
with all the booze you can stomach, and private chefs cater every meal. Not to mention 
the DJ, who’s included in the cost of your stay. 

The region has a history of seducing its visitors the way it did Branson: Notoriously 
private Google founder Larry Page is widely believed to own Eustatia, the 12-hectare 
private island south of Necker, and Microsoft cofounder Paul Allen is fond of cruising the 
North Sound aboard Octopus, his 414-foot mega yacht. Morgan Freeman has a home on 
Virgin Gorda, the third largest of the 50-plus islands that comprise the BVI. That’s also 
where you’ll find intimate five-star hotels, sprawling villas, and the Caribbean outpost of 
Italy’s famed mega yacht haven, the Yacht Club Costa Smeralda, founded by the Aga 
Khan. And while the main island, Tortola, is far less sophisticated (and far more touristy) 
than Virgin Gorda, you’d be remiss if you didn’t at least hop over for the legendary full 
moon parties. Go yachting and diving by day, dancing on the beach by night—does it get 
any better that?  

Well, actually, it does. Just west of the BVI, the U.S. Virgin Islands offer 213-square-
kilometers of pristine island chains with a similar laid-back luxury vibe. The four 
largest—St. Thomas, St. John, St. Croix, and Water Island—have world-class snorkeling, 
perfect beaches, and rarefied accommodations to wow even the most well travelled 
companion. Take her to the Rockefeller-founded Caneel Bay Resort on St. John, for 
instance, and spend a weekend free from distraction as phones and televisions are 
noticeably absent in the rooms. Or book a private home on the beach for just the two of 
you (St. John has plenty of them). 

But if you really want to go all in, you’ll charter a yacht—and since the Virgin Islands 
are a sailing mecca, there’s a deep well to choose from. Sail your own Sun Odyssey 469 
“bareboat” style from BVI Yacht Charters or invite some friends and rent a fully crewed, 
57-foot catamaran from the Moorings, with six guest cabins, your own captain, and a 
gourmet chef. Or go even bigger and secure yourself a super-yacht. Because why should 
you settle on one island when you can see them all? Whether you’re planning an 
adrenaline-fueled water-sports weekend with friends or hoping to sweep an island 
nymph off her feet, here’s how to do the Virgin Islands right.

B
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Katitche Point Greathouse, 
Virgin Gorda, BVI.WHERE TO STAY

Go Private
These fully staffed villas and estates promise the 
comforts of home, and then some.

Katitche Point Greathouse
When you think of destinations renowned 
for their architectural mastery, a tiny 
island in the Caribbean is probably not the 
first place that comes to mind. But Katitche 
Point Greathouse is a remarkable 
exception. Even though it’s just a 10-minute 
drive from the Valley, Virgin Gorda’s idyllic 
town center, the property feels like a 
secluded oasis. Architect Michael Helm 
drew inspiration for the space from the 
pyramids in Egypt, constructing vaulted 
ceilings at a precise 51-degree angle. The 
five suites that comprise the villa are 
situated around a verdant courtyard; each 
has its own private veranda with ocean 
views. Beyond the design, what makes 
Katitche Point so indulgent is the service, 
it’s like having an entire five-star boutique 
hotel to yourself. Maids and butlers are at 
your daily disposal, and there’s a concierge 
on hand to arrange massages and private 
chef dinners. Perhaps best of all, 
housekeeping will take care of your 
laundry. If you happen to be a Zen-seeker, 
the third floor of the main house offers a 

meditation room called the Crow’s Nest, 
equipped with mats and floor pillows. 

Rates: During low season: R7 000 per 
night, per person, for six people; during 
high season, R8 000 per night, per person, 
for six people. 

Valley Trunk
The 16-person private compound owned by 
the Wildensteins, a family of billionaire art 
dealers, isn’t the most modern villa on 
Virgin Gorda, but it still has a leg up on all 

the others: Renting Valley Trunk also 
comes with the use of the family’s fully 
staffed 68-foot yacht, Xanadu. Plus, you get 
to feel good about the amount of money 
you’re shelling out—the profits from renters 
are put toward the family’s black rhino 
conservation effort in Africa, which 
basically makes you a philanthropist. 
Valley Trunk has all the bells and whistles 
you’d expect from the private home of a 
prominent family, like Frette linens on the 
beds and Hermès toiletries in the

The Bali House at Valley Trunk, Virgin Gorda, British Virgin Islands.
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bathrooms. As you whip around the 
property in your personal golf cart, you’ll 
find it hard to believe that just 35 years ago, 
it was completely uninhabited. Daniel 
Wildenstein scooped up the 8 hectares of 
tropical jungle in 1981 and spent five years 
completing the estate, which now has 
multiple suites and villas, a cinema room, 
and an imported Balinese beach house 
that was rebuilt on the island in its entirety. 
The beach where the Bali House sits is 
widely considered the best in the BVI, and 
until last year, only the owners were able 
to enjoy it—they just recently decided to 
open their estate to private renters. 

Rates: From R2.8 million per week for 
up to 16 people and use of the yacht (not 
including fuel). 

Villa Màs
Everything about Villa Màs, from the 
contemporary design to the villa’s name 
itself, suggests bachelor paradise. The 
property, which was just completed two 
years ago, is unusually modern for the 
Virgin Islands. It has stainless steel 
hardware, granite countertops, rain 
showers in each of the four bathrooms, a 
half-basketball court, and an outdoor 
kitchen with a bar and grill. The pièce de 
résistance is Villa Màs’ infinity pool, tricked 
out with LED lights for atmospheric late-
night swimming. The home sleeps 10, 
though you can also take up the 
neighboring (and equally slick) Palms at 
Morningstar villa, which accommodates 
an additional six people. 

Rates: R19 000 per night, per person, for 
up to 10 people. 

Villa Carlota
Imagine plucking a villa straight out of the 
Italian Riviera and dropping it on a hillside 
in the Caribbean. That’s Villa Carlota, an 
opulent property full of European flavor, 
which is to say, there’s no shortage of 
marble. (One of the two massive Italian 
fountains is designed to look like a baroque 
lion’s head.) The 2 500-square-meter villa 
has five bedrooms in three separate 
pavilions and an infinity pool that seems to 
spill out over the Caribbean. It’s also 
located in one of St. John’s most exclusive 
areas, the gated community of Peter Bay, 
which locals often describe as a 
“billionaire’s hideaway.” With 60 percent 
of the island protected as national 
parkland, property on St. John is 
considered a serious luxury — and Villa 
Carlota is no exception. 

Rates: R49 000 per night, per person, 
for up to 10 guests. 

Go Really Private
There’s no greater luxury than laying claim to your 
own Caribbean island, if only for a week. 

Necker Island
Living like a billionaire—even if you’re not 
quite there yet—is entirely possible at Sir 
Richard Branson’s Necker Island, which 
the Virgin mogul rents out for rates starting 
at R1.3 million per night. Invite 33 of your 
nearest and dearest (the property sleeps 
34) and it breaks down to R39 000 per 
person—not so steep when you consider it 
includes unlimited food, drinks, and the 
coolest water toys you can dream of. You’ll 
also have access to the Necker Nymph 
submarine and the Necker Belle, a 105-foot 
private-charter catamaran. There are, 
however, several periods throughout the 
year—called Celebration Weeks—when you 
can rent single dwellings. A room in the 
Great House costs R509 000 per couple for 
seven nights, while the Temple House 
Master Suite goes for R821 000. That also 
comes with Necker’s 100-person staff: 
chefs, housekeeping, spa therapists, a 
wildlife conservation manager, water 
sports instructors, and a tennis pro. 
Branson bought the island in 1978 and has 
since transformed it into an adult

Coral Bay in St. John, U.S. Virgin Islands.

Necker Island.
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fantasyland with a rooftop hot tub, infinity 
pools, and female staffers who don bikinis 
in lieu of uniforms. (Some also serve sushi 
off their half-naked bodies, upon request.)
The island hosts a yearly pro-am tennis 
match called the Necker Cup, where the 
world’s top talent comes to compete with 
the understanding that any time they get 
aced or hit a double fault, they’re required 
to take a shot at the bar (recent attendees 
have included Nadal, Djokovic, McEnroe, 
and Navratilova). And while it’s been said 
that what happens on Necker stays on 
Necker, that isn’t technically true: Tales of 
seriously debauched, celebrity-studded 
parties are common, like the time Robert 
De Niro danced until dawn on an all-night 
bender. Among many others, Mick Jagger, 
Kate Moss, Harrison Ford, Mariah Carey, 
and Prince Harry have been spotted here. 
And then, of course, there’s Branson’s well-
documented farewell tradition of mooning 
guests as they depart the island. But for 
those who prefer a more mellow experience, 
Necker can accommodate. Tony Blair, 
Jimmy Carter, and Nelson Mandela have all 
visited—safe to say they weren’t eating sushi 
off the waitresses. 

Rates: R1.3 million per night for up to 34 
people; individual rooms during Celeb-
ration Weeks start at R509 000, but per 
couple, for seven nights.

Moskito Island 
Just two miles southwest of Necker you’ll 
find Moskito Island, Branson’s latest and 
greatest BVI project. The property, which 
opened for rental just a few months ago, 
has 11 bedrooms and can accommodate 22 
people for R743 000 a night. Branson 
bought the 125-acre hideaway in 2007 and 
built three villas — two for his children, and 
one for himself, called Headland House, 
where he stays when Necker is booked. It’s 
not the worst consolation: Headland has 
two bedrooms plus a master suite with 
180-degree views and an infinity pool that 

A kitesurfer jumps from the roof of Headland House on Moskito Island. Below: Necker Island’s master suite.

snakes around the perimeter. So if you feel 
like rolling out of bed for a late-night dip, 
you’re just a few steps away. True to 
Branson form, the entire estate was 
designed with entertaining in mind—there 
are multiple bars, tennis courts, and a 
recreation area. Not a single detail at 
Moskito is overlooked—for instance, when 
you arrive at your villa and peek inside the 
wine refrigerator (each villa has one), 
you’ll notice two bottles of red, two bottles 
of white, and two bottles of rosé. And as 
with Necker, all the liquor and food is 
included, along with a DJ, because if 
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can accommodate up to 130 people, with 
pricing available upon request.

Scrub Island 
Home to one of the few marinas in the 
region that can accommodate 160-foot 
mega yachts, Scrub Island delivers plenty 
of nautical eye candy. The island’s only 
resort also has a sailing school program 
founded by a former Olympian and 
America’s Cup sailor. Scrub Island is 
actually a Marriott, though you’d only 
know it from the letterhead in your room, 
which means it’s a more accessible luxury 
option that offers private-island cred 
without the private-island price tag. 

Rates: Individual rooms start at R8 700 
per night during low season. Buyouts are 
available for a three-night minimum and 
accommodate up to 130 people. 

Buck Island
Would-be Bransons in search of a private 
hideaway to call home permanently are in 
luck. The 17-hectare Buck Island, just 
southeast of Tortola, is currently for sale, 
but you might want to act quickly. Edward 
de Mallet Morgan, a partner at the real 
estate consultancy Knight Frank, is 
confident it will go fast—and that’s not just a 
sales pitch. “We’ve had many recent 
inquiries from self-made entrepreneurial 
types who want to relocate their family—

The view from Oil Nut Bay’s 1 500-square-metre Reef House estate.

Rates: Starting at R374 000 per night for 
an island buyout during off-season, for up 
to 32 people.

Peter Island
The largest private island in the BVI has 
just one ultra-luxurious hotel, the aptly 
named Peter Island Resort & Spa, and five 
postcard-perfect beaches. If you’re the 
kind of guy who relishes the chance to get 
out and do things, this is the place to be. 
The resort’s Ashore & Afloat Sailing 
Package gives you a taste of private island 
living and life at sea. You’ll spend five 
nights at the hotel and two nights aboard 
the 51-foot Silmaril, a Norwegian-designed 
vintage sailing yacht that comes with a 
cook and a captain. Alternatively, try the 
resort’s summer villa rental program, 
which takes all the guesswork out of 
relocating for a month long holiday—the 
hardest decision you’ll have to make is 
which villa to choose (we suggest the 
Falcon’s Nest, a sumptuous six-bedroom 
estate with a grotto and its own three-story 
waterfall). Just pack your bags and Peter 
Island takes care of the rest, like staffing 
the villa with a personal chef, valet, and 
housekeepers. The island is also available 
for private buyouts if you’d prefer to have 
the whole place to yourself. 

Rates: R738 000 for a 28-night stay in a 
fully staffed villa with six people.  Buyouts 

anyone appreciates the importance of 
throwing a great beach party, it’s Sir 
Richard Branson. 

Rates: R804 000 per night for up to 22 
people.

Little Thatch Island
A less extravagant (but still very 
extravagant) option is Seagrape Cottage on 
Little Thatch Island. The tasteful one-
bedroom home is the kind of place a 
supermodel might describe as adorable, 
with a four-poster bed and a modest dock 
where you’ll want to eat all of your meals. 
It’s the only villa available for rent on the 
entire island, so the cottage feels incredibly 
remote, even though Tortola is just 450 
meters away. Trips to the mainland are 
convenient and four transfers are included 
in a three-night stay. 

Rates: R134 000 per week for two people.  

Guana Island
If you’re seeking the exclusivity of a 
private island and don’t mind rubbing 
elbows with other guests, head to Guana. 
The 340-hectare wildlife preserve has 
three villas and 15 sea-view cottages, 21 
rooms in total, that can be rented out in 
their entirety or booked on an individual-
room basis. You’ll arrive via boat to a 
private dock on White Bay Beach — one of 
seven beaches on the island — where a golf 
cart will be waiting to escort you up a 
mountainous path. The staff at Guana, who 
gather to greet you at the clubhouse when 
you arrive, are eager to arrange off-island 
expeditions, like diving and fishing trips, 
but chances are you’ll want to stay put. 
Here, you’ve already found your tropical 
utopia, where everything happens 
according to plan: Each day guests convene 
for drinks at 18h30 before settling in for 
dinner on the Queen’s Terrace at 19h30. 
Billionaire psychiatrist and investor Henry 
Jarecki, father of documentary filmmaker 
Andrew Jarecki (HBO’s The Jinx), 
purchased Guana in 1975 intent on 
developing a resort that wouldn’t disrupt 
the island’s natural beauty and unusual 
wildlife. He also turned it into something 
of a sanctuary for endangered species, 
importing flamingos, rare iguanas, and 
land turtles, which all roam the property 
freely. 
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and potentially their business — to the 
British Virgin Islands because of the tax 
benefits,” he says. Another thing the island 
has working in its favor is a move-in ready, 
seven-bedroom residence with a chef’s 
kitchen, gym, conference room, and offices. 
“Occasionally we get people who want to be 
Robinson Crusoe and develop their own 
untouched island, but it’s a huge 
undertaking to pioneer,” says de Mallet 
Morgan, who points to some major things to 
consider before buying an undeveloped 
island. “There’s finding a water resource, 
figuring out what you’re going to do for 
power and drainage, and then of course 
building a house, which requires importing 

all of the materials to the nearest main 
island first and managing all the labor 
involved in getting it there.” A very 
expensive headache, indeed. Buck was 
originally listed at R85 million, but the 
current price is undisclosed. 

Island Hopping 
Being noncommittal has its own rewards. Spend a 
few nights bouncing around among the best hotels 
in the region.

Ritz-Carlton, St. Thomas
St. Thomas has a reputation for being the 
most tourist-ridden destination in the 
Virgin Islands, but the Ritz is its saving 

The Caneel Bay Resort on St. John is adjacent to the lush, 2,023-hectare Virgin Islands National Park. 

Ritz-Carlton’s 12-hectare St. Thomas compound.

grace. Far removed from the island’s busy 
port town, the property looks more like a 
colonial mansion than a hotel, spread 
throughout 12 hectares of tropical heaven. 
If you’re the type that needs a few days to 
fully embrace vacation mode, an 
aromatherapy massage at the Ritz Spa will 
help speed up the process. The savviest 
guests request the seaside cabana, where 
you can enjoy the sound of crashing waves 
during your treatment. Another on-
property perk is the hotel’s recently 
redesigned Club Lounge, a jet-set hangout 
with insane views that serves breakfast, 
lunch, hors d’oeuvres, and cocktails all day. 
Even better, the Ritz has its own 53-foot 
catamaran, Lady Lynsey, for snorkeling 
trips, island-hopping tours, and sunset 
sails.  

Oil Nut Bay
Part resort, part residential oasis, part 
private club, Oil Nut Bay on Virgin Gorda’s 
eastern peninsula is arguably the most 
exclusive community in the BVI. It’s 
accessible by boat, but your best bet is 
arriving by helicopter when the property’s 
helipad is completed this month. (There 
will also be an official customs office on-
site). Oil Nut Bay’s eight villas are scattered 
throughout the peninsula; some are built 
into the cliff side, while others are right on 
the beach. Each is spectacular in its own 
right, but we’re partial to the one-bedroom 
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charter a boat, you’re missing the point. 
Here’s why: the Virgins are so tightly 
clustered, you could easily see a handful of 
them over the course of an afternoon; hit 
Cooper Island and Salt Island in between 
breakfast and lunch, then explore Peter and 
Norman Islands between lunch and dinner. 
The accessibility is pretty remarkable when 
you consider that elsewhere in the 
Caribbean, it can take an entire day just to 
reach another island. Arranging a charter 
requires minimal effort, thanks to 
companies like The Moorings (moorings.
com) and BVI Yacht Charters 
(bviyachtcharters.com), where crewed boats, 
power craft, and sailboats can be reserved 
with a single click. BVI Yacht Charters’ 60-
foot sailing yacht Blue Passion goes for R289 
000 per week for eight guests and a crew. 
Voyage Charters (voyagecharters.com) also 
has an impressive fleet of yachts and a team 
that can help craft the perfect itinerary. 
Book the all-inclusive “Off the Grid” 
catamaran tour (around R646 000 per week 
for 10 passengers) and you’ll have a private 
chef at your disposal, whipping up spring 
onion–infused scrambled eggs for breakfast, 
grilled tacos for lunch, and a fat rib-eye with 
garlic and Parmesan crushed potatoes for 
dinner. For an even more elevated 
experience, spend a week aboard Bella Vita 
(R3.2 million per week plus expenses for 
12 guests and nine crew members). 
The 148-foot super yacht is decadent in 
every way — meals are served on Hermès 
dinnerware and beverages in Baccarat 
crystal glasses. As the primary guest, you’ll 
bunk in the main-deck master suite, which 
has skylights above the bed and nearly 
floor-to-ceiling windows throughout. But if 
you feel like the average super yacht just 
won’t cut it — and you’ve got cash to burn —
then stop what  you’re doing and charter the 
533-foot Eclipse, the largest yacht available 
for lease in the world. It’s owned by none 
other than Roman Abramovich, who, like a 
true Russian billionaire, spared no expense 
in creating the ultimate tycoon’s plaything. 
The 18-stateroom boat is ostensibly a floating 
megamansion, with three helipads, 
a helicopter hangar, and space for 70 
staffers — plus an elevator, dance floor, and 
a 16-meter swimming pool. You’ll need to 
contact the charter broker to work out the 
details, but expect to spend around R34 
million a week (yachtcharterfleet.com).

The uninhabited Green Cay, near Tortola, British 
Virgin Islands. 

Cliff Penthouse Suite (starting at R30 000 
per night), which is furnished by Fendi Casa 
and has a living room with two fully 
retractable glass walls. The view from the 
Cliff Penthouse is second only to that of the 
Reef House (starting at R35 000 per night), 
where a 16-meter infinity lap pool, flanked 
on either side by tiki huts, overlooks the 
marina village on Eustatia Sound. At 
145-square-meters, the three-bedroom Reef 
House is a beach cabana on steroids. You 
might decide you want to move in, and 
that’s totally fine—the estate has a handful of 
properties for sale.

Rosewood Little Dix Bay
When famed financier and conservationist 
Laurance Rockefeller opened Little Dix Bay 
in 1964, it quickly became a Caribbean hot 
spot for well-heeled travelers. Fifty-two 
years later, the resort still has the same 
cachet today. But Little Dix Bay has never 
been the kind of hotel that begs for attention; 
its structures are camouflaged into the lush, 
tropical landscape, and rooms are discreetly 
dispersed along the beach and up the 
hillside. Little Dix Bay’s two beach houses 
are the most sought after, with open-air 
living rooms, a private pool, direct beach 
access, and an outdoor shower, which is 
best enjoyed with company. Get there while 
you can because the hotel is set to close for 
an 18-month renovation beginning in May. 

Caneel Bay Resort
In contrast to crowded St. Thomas, St. John 
is the least developed of all the U.S. Virgin 
Islands, so upscale resorts are few. But 
sophisticated travelers know about Caneel 
Bay Resort, another hotel from Rockefeller, 
who bought the land in 1952. It’s maintained 
a reputation as the island’s top hotel ever 
since, partially due to its location on the 
north shore of Virgin Islands National Park, 
a 2000 hectare preserve with rain forest 
hiking trails and sugar plantations. If the 
idea of arduous exercise on vacation sounds 
like punishment, then don’t worry because 
there are seven easily accessible beaches 
nearby. Stay a week and you’ll get to 
experience a different one every day. There 
are no phones, TVs, or fancy designer soaps 
in the rooms, and that’s just fine. 

Charter A Yacht
If you go to the Virgin Islands and don’t 
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plus wrecks like the RMS Rhone at Salt 
Island, where the 1977 thriller The Deep was 
shot. The companies also offer diving tours 
of the wreck by night, which cater to 
underwater adrenaline junkies. The wreck 
of the Chikuzen is equally impressive for 
diving devotees. The 246-foot Japanese 
refrigeration ship sank in 1981 and remains 
virtually untouched—save for the schools of 
barracuda, stingrays, and nurse sharks that 
call it home. For snorkelers, Leinster Bay 
and Watermelon Cay the northern tip of St. 
John are flush with sea turtles and coral 
rock formations; and on the British side, the 
Norman Island Caves reveal hidden wrecks 
and bays by underwater flashlight. It’s 
rumored that the uninhabited island was 
the inspiration for Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
Treasure Island. 

Above the sea, there’s heli-golfing in the 
U.S. Virgin Islands, which sadly does not 
involve hitting balls out of a chopper but 
rather being picked up on the island of your 
choice and flown to the Virgin Islands’ best 
tee: Carambola Golf Club in St. Croix. The 
internationally recognized par-72 course is 

second largest island in the BVI but has a 
population of less than 300. Stop by 
Anegada Beach Club for an ice-cold Carib 
before embarking on a more ambitious 
endeavor, like the six-hour “Zero to Hero” 
kite surfing course through Tommy Gaunt 
Kitesurfing. Since Anegada’s beaches are 
truly secluded, there won’t be anyone 
judging your moves. The island is also a 
mecca for bonefishing — fly-fishing for kings 
in the shallows of the Caribbean — and the 
local experts will soon have you addicted to 
the sport. Go with Garfield’s Guides or 
Danny Vanterpool of Danny’s Bonefishing, 
who has taught notable figures like 
President Jimmy Carter. 

The Virgin Islands are home to some of 
the best beaches in the Caribbean—namely 
Magens Bay (St. Thomas), Cane Bay (St. 
Croix), Smugglers Cove (Tortola), Spring 
Bay (Virgin Gorda), and White Bay Beach 
(Jost Van Dyke). But after sunning in the 
sand, the must-do BVI activity is scuba 
diving: Book a private charter through Blue 
Water Divers or Dive BVI and they’ll take 
you to some of the more off-the-grid sites, 

WHAT TO DO
Kick back at a yacht club, pilot a chopper, scuba dive 
in the dark, and that’s just day one.

By Day
There are plenty of ways to experience the 
Virgin Islands without being inundated by 
cruise ship crowds and fanny-packers. 
Spend an afternoon at Virgin Gorda’s Yacht 
Club Costa Smeralda, a sister outpost of the 
famed Mediterranean marina in Porto 
Cervo, Sardinia. With 38 slips that 
accommodate mega yachts up to 300 feet 
long, the harbor is a haven for avid boaters 
and yachties. It also provides the perfect 
backdrop for lunch at the clubhouse or a 
cocktail at the poolside bar. Just across from 
the sound, you will see the Bitter End Yacht 
Club, another great home base for a day of 
Caribbean revelry. A decidedly more laid-
back yacht club, BEYC looks like a luxury 
tree house on water, furnished by a hippie 
with really great taste. If quiet leisure is 
what you’re after, Anegada Island is where 
you’ll find it. The remote coral atoll is the 

The Yacht Club Costa Smeralda Marina on Virgin Gorda.
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Tortola-based restaurant several years ago, 
loyal customers began asking the chef to 
cater private dinners. He agreed, and now 
the couple invites visitors to their home for 
a “culinary retreat,” where Pugliese works 
with guests to create a customized four-
course menu. He’s done everything from 
surf and turf to molecular gastronomy, but 
no matter the cuisine, nearly every client 
requests his fresh pasta (he’s known for a 
deconstructed ravioli with local pumpkin 
and sage). Should you decide to take matters 
into your own hands, Pugliese recently 
started offering private cooking classes at 
his home. ■

the restaurant doesn’t even have a website. 
Thirteen’s eclectic dinner menu is full of 
mouthwatering fare, but the dish people 
talk about most is actually dessert: a bacon 
brownie with spiced chocolate ganache, 
pretzels, crispy smoked bacon, and vanilla 
ice cream. 

As far as local experiences go, one of the 
most immersive happens at Wali Nikiti on 
Scrub Island in the BVI. The 725-square-
metre house is owned by chef Davide 
Pugliese, a native of Florence, and his 
Australian wife Cele, who’ve called the 
British Virgin Islands home for more than 
20 years. When they sold their famed 

as challenging as it is beautiful, with rolling 
fairways and tropical greenery. As you fly 
back, there’s a good chance you’ll be 
tempted to pilot the chopper yourself. And 
that’s when Caribbean Buzz Helicopters 
will come in handy. The St. Thomas–based 
company offers flight training lessons on 
helicopters with dual-operated controls, 
throughout the Virgin Islands.

By Night
If you’re looking for bottle service and 
thumping nightclubs, you’re better off in 
Ibiza. You won’t find much of it in the Virgin 
Islands, and most people don’t seem to 
mind. This is the land of private soirées in 
the sand, like Oil Nut Bay’s invitation-only 
beach party for yacht owners and their 
guests. The over-the-top event takes place 
every March during the Loro Piana 
Caribbean Superyacht Regatta & 
Rendezvous and sticks to an overall theme 
(last year’s was Old Hollywood Glamour). 
For a vibe that’s a bit more down-to earth, 
go native and try the mushroom tea at the 
BVI’s infamous full moon party. At the 
monthly bash — which takes place at 
Bomba’s Shack, a beachfront bar made out 
of driftwood in Tortola—Bomba himself 
doles out hallucinogenic beverages to 
guests. It’s a zero-frills experience, but one 
you might not want to miss.

You can also get high in a strictly 
altitudinal sense at The Tree House, a Virgin 
Gorda restaurant situated atop a 300-year-
old kapok tree; getting to it requires a scenic 
70-step climb through massive boulders 
and indigenous vegetation. The food 
(Italian) and the views (spectacular) are 
well worth the trek. An equally unique 
setting can be found at Old Stone Farmhouse 
in St. Thomas. Built on a centuries-old sugar 
plantation, the restaurant’s two-foot-thick 
stone walls and dim lighting set the tone for 
the food — dishes like Wagyu short ribs and 
peppercorn crusted tuna, which are as 
unfussy as they are delicious. Other St. 
Thomas standouts include the Latin 
American–focused Havana Blue and the 
Ritz-Carlton’s Bleuwater, where you should 
order the lobster mac and cheese. But ask 
any local what the best restaurant in the 
area is, and they might tell you about 
Thirteen. Or they might not. It’s the kind of 
place that regulars like to keep under 
wraps, since reservations are hard to come 
by no matter what time of year you go—and 

A table set for a feast at Necker; below, Yacht Club.



JILLIAN 
ELIZABETH

The blond-haired blue-eyed beauty who loves to go to the beach, shop, play mini golf, and who’s passionate about 
helping others.

Pho togra phy by  RYA N DW Y ER
Produced by  M A I NST REE T PRODUCT IONS

Te x t  by  JASON FLEE T WOOD
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illian Elizabeth was born and raised 
right outside of Boston, USA. She 
started modelling at the age of 21 
and knew she wanted to be a cover 
model for Sports Illustrated Swimsuit, 
Playboy, Maxim, and Cosmo. She’s 
a huge animal lover who supports 

cruelty-free products, she has two chihuahuas and two cats. Jillian 
hopes to open her own no-kill shelter because she believes that 
every animal no matter what age, deserves a good loving home. 
She’s big into giving back to the community, and donates to a lot 
of charities. Her favourites include the Jimmy Fund, Alzheimer’s 
Association, the MSPCA, cervical cancer for young women, and the 
Susan G Komen breast cancer foundation. Family and friends are 
very important to her, she’s very close with her family, and has a 
few close best friends. Jillian is your typical girly girl, who loves to go 
to the beach, shop, and play mini golf. She hopes to move to LA to 
further her modelling career and maybe spot a few of her celebrity 
crushes! Some of her biggest accomplishments are working with 
high-end photographers, getting featured in SKYN magazine, and 
other various interviews. This will be her first magazine publication, 
and she couldn’t be any more thrilled! A natural blonde with blue 
eyes, she’s a 32D and is from Italian, French and Canadian descent. 

Turn-ons
Someone who’s fun and loves to eat, literally always hungry. A nice 
gentleman who doesn’t think chivalry is dead, and will still buy 
flowers and open doors. Someone who will respect her and look 
at her like she’s the only girl in the world. Must love animals and be 
close with their families. Being kind is a huge turn on, nobody likes 
an asshole. 

Turn-offs
Conceited guys who think women owe them things, is rude to 
people, doesn’t tip well, doesn’t respect others. If you order her a 
salad then you might as well just end the date right there. Nobody 
has time for that.

Her girl crush
Sara Jean Underwood and Kate Upton. Male celebrity crushes are 
Theo James, Matthew Gray Gubler, and Dominic Sherwood. 

Her first boyfriend wasn’t until college. She met him in math class 
and ended up dating for a few months. Her favourite drinks are 
tequila, champagne and wine.

To see more of Jillian’s world, follow her on Instagram! 
@jillianelizabeth__
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Lewis Hamilton has the thirst to win his fourth Formula One world title. The Mercedes-AMG Petronas Motorsport Team star has launched 
his own drink, named after his racing number, 44, that he hopes will power him on to glory this season. The 32-year-old is currently second 

in the drivers’ championship, with an impressive three wins and five podiums from eight Grand Prix. We caught up with Lewis to talk 
about his new signature Monster Energy drink, F1, MotoGP and his passion for extreme sports.

MOTOGP
CARS, CANS  

and
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How was it designing the flavour of the 
drink? 
Were you part of the tasting process? 
Designing the flavour was a lot of fun, and 
yes I was involved at every stage of the way. 
I talked through the types of drinks and 
flavours I was into with the team at Monster 
Energy, and they came back to me with lots of 
options. I was genuinely surprised at how well 
they interpreted what we had talked through. 
Although I tested out quite a few flavours, it 
was actually the very first blend that I tasted 
that we went with. I can’t remember why 
exactly – but I was actually sitting on the 
bullet train from Tokyo to Suzuka at the time 
when I had the very first sip – I loved it – that 
was it! Done!
 
Will you drink 44 during race weekends 
or do you have your own bespoke formula 
to help with hydration and performance? 
I’ll definitely drink it out of the car during 
race weekends, and it’ll be exactly the same 
as everyone can buy off the shelves – which 
I think is actually pretty cool! It’s a bit of 
a dream come true to have my own drink, 
which I’ve helped design and create. It’s 
exciting to know you’ve made something and 
put it out there; and hope people enjoy it as 
much as I do. 
 
If so, what's in it and how does it work? 
In the car it’s either just water or my trainer 
mixes up a specific isotonic drink to help me 
with a fluid loss of up to two kilos during a 
hot Grand Prix, and cope physically during 
the race. Modern Formula One is so physical, 
so hydration is important over the whole 
weekend. The in-car drink does the job – but 
my new Monster Energy drink gets me up for 
the race and tastes a lot better! 
 
Diet is also important. I see you have cut 
out red meat, is there anything else you eat 
or take to stay in shape? 
I have – weight, strength and endurance are 
the three most important things to balance 
now as a driver – and honestly it’s tough! The 
day after a Grand Prix weekend is when you 
are the most sore, and that’s when diet really 
counts. You want to eat to recover, but also 
you have to stay a set weight, so you can’t 
pack in a load of protein or carbohydrates like 
pancakes or something that I’d really love to 
eat. I go for a balanced diet of fresh vegetables 
and lean meat like chicken most of the time. 
The Monster tie-up suits your passion for 
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extreme sports; will it open doors for you to try other things? 
Definitely – it’s one of the many reasons I wanted to work more with the 
team at Monster Energy. We’ve been talking through some potential 
projects already – but I can’t say much more at the moment!
 
When you are pushing yourself to the limit, through F1 and your 
hobbies, do you have to find the edge of what you can do? 
Success is what drives me. Ever since I started racing when I was a little 
kid, I’ve wanted to push myself, and be the best at what I was doing. 
I guess that’s filtered through to my whole life. You have to really 
immerse yourself in what you are doing to find that edge – if you want 
to call it that. Otherwise what’s the point – right?
 
Have you ever been warned about doing dangerous sports? Are you 
allowed to do them? 
Haha – all the time. My family all independently give me stick all the time, I 
don’t think that’s too unusual though? Of course in the official sense I have 
a responsibility to my team and sponsors 
who work so hard, so, I wouldn’t do 
anything to jeopardize that. F1 means too 
much me personally too – there’s a big 
difference between having fun and taking 
unnecessary risks. 
 
Valentino Rossi’s also a Monster 
Energy athlete.  Would you like to 
follow him into MotoGP one day? 
Or at least a test? I love bikes – I don’t 
really drive too much off-track, I tend 

to ride my MV Agusta bikes around. The sense of freedom you get is 
amazing when it’s just you and the bike. But racing one would be a 
whole different proposition. I’m a big fan of MotoGP; it’s just a very 
cool series. I would really love to get my hands on a MotoGP bike 
one day!
 
You've also expressed a desire to race in NASCAR. Would you be 
willing to speak to Mercedes to allow you take part in a race like 
Fernando Alonso did at the Indy 500? 
Right now I’m solely focused on Formula One and achieving more wins and 
Championships so I need to be on my very best form without distraction. 
Formula One is the pinnacle of motorsport and although I admire all those 
racing in Indy 500, it’s not in my game plan to drop F1 for anything else. 
NASCAR is a really cool series and maybe sometime in the future I’d love to 
have a closer look at it.
 
Do you have a motivational song you listen to before a race? If so, 
what? 
I listen to different music all the time so there’s not one particular 
song. Sometimes I create a Grand Prix playlist that you can listen along 
to on my Spotify profile. Just search Lewis Hamilton and you’ll find it.
 
If you could give a sentence or words on wisdom to my five-year-old 
in achieving his dreams, what would you say? 
Work hard at school. Always listen to your parents because sometimes when 
you think they’re not right, they’re smarter than you think. Brush aside 
people who stand in your way. Set the highest goals, work hard, keep the 
faith and never ever give up.
 
Have you ever seen your life flash before your eyes? If so, when? 
Nope.
 
What are your simple pleasures in life? 
Family, music and friends.
 
If you could only ever drive one racetrack again what would it be? 
Probably Macau, near Hong Kong. It’s a crazy street circuit that we raced 
in Formula 3. Half of it is flat-out dual carriage way along the sea front. 
The other half is super tight and twisty into the old town. You have to 
run super low downforce for the straight which makes it super exciting 
for the twisty stuff. For me it’s probably the best circuit in the world.
 
Some people say that you are the luckiest person in the world, what 

would you say to that? 
I do feel super blessed for where I am in life. 
We came up from nothing; my Dad had four 
jobs to help me go karting, so let’s be clear my 
success is based on hard work, perseverance, 
drive, determination and dreaming big. This 
is what got me the opportunity to race in 
Formula One. 
 
When was your last time you cried and 
laughed so hard your belly hurt? Every time I 
talk to Kevin Hart!
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AMBER 
CONTANT

The exquisitely beautiful part-time model and full-time medical device sales representative out of Southern 
Mississippi, USA.

Photogra phy by  DA N ROERIC K
Te x t  by  JASON FLEE T WOOD
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She was born in Northern Florida to a military (USAF) family. 
Graduating high school in 2011 as valedictorian at the age 16, 
Amber went on to attend the University of West Florida in 
Pensacola, Florida, where she graduated Magna Cum Laude with 
a BS in Hospitality, Recreation, Resort Management. Shortly after 
graduation she became Miss Pensacola USA 2016, as well as a 
contestant in the Hooters International Swimsuit Pageant. Amber 
was also featured in the 2015 and 2016 editions of the Hooters 
Calendar. While Amber still competes in bikini contests and 
pageants in her free time, she works full-time selling orthopaedic 
medical equipment. She has also taken on a video game persona, 
Nikki Zole, which she uses to cosplay, stream on Twitch, and 
attend/host conventions. Modelling has always been a fun pastime 
of hers, but she has hopes to be published in a variety of big-name 
magazines and travel the world.    

About Nikki Zole
Nikki Zole is the alias I use for some of my modelling as well as my 
video gaming. You can find my twitch stream at www.twitch.tv/
NikkiZole. I play a variety of video games including Overwatch, 
Skyrim, DoTA 2, and Call of Duty, but I am always interested in 
trying something new. I also cosplay (costume roleplay), which 
has allowed me to be a guest attendee at a few conventions and 
events. 

My hobbies and interests
Video games, exercise, modelling, travel, cooking, movies, music 
and singing, make-up, and living a healthy and happy lifestyle.

My goals and career ambitions
While I already have my ideal career selling medical devices, 
my goal would be to become the top sales representative in 
the country. In terms of modelling, I would love to be featured 
in several big-name magazines and eventually grace the cover 
of one. 

Turn on
A good sense of humour and toned arm muscles.

Turn off
An overly loud and rambunctious attitude.

The perfect date
An opportunity to dress up, walk around an art district or unique 
downtown area, listen to live music, and have some delectable 
dessert!

My favourite food
Pizza! I’ll take any kind, but my default order is chicken, pineapple, 
bell peppers, pepperoncini, and extra sauce.

My biggest fear
While I am terrified of the thought of being alone forever, my 
biggest irrational fear is of large moths.

One destination I’d love to visit
The Greek Isles. 

My favourite animal
Elephants

The most outrageous thing that’s happened to me
I have been hit by lightning and my father has been hit twice.

I’m not embarrassed to say
I am a HUGE nerd. I love to play video games, watch anime, and 
carry around my Pikachu. 

Want to see more of Amber? Then you can follow her on 
Instagram @nikkizole on Facebook at Nikki Zole or on Twitter 
@omgitsnikkizole and Twitch twitch.tv/NikkiZole
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bsolutely - but there are as many perfect sizes as there are people, because 
everyone’s tastes, preferences and bodies are different. Let me throw some 
science at you: did you know that men feel the most sensation at the front of 
their penis and women towards the front of their vagina? It’s got to do with the 
arrangement of blood vessels in the body. Besides this, there is a lot more to 
sexual technique than just size. Let’s take a look at the particulars:

BIG PENIS AND SMALL VAGINA.
This is one of those times when big might be a bad thing and preparation is required. There should 
be plenty of foreplay because it is vital for her to relax completely. The vagina is a muscle, and 
it dilates during foreplay so use lots of lubricants to make sure that the penetration isn’t painful. 
Take it slowly, allowing her time to stretch and get used to the size of the penis. The best position 
is for her to be on top so that she can control the depth of penetration. Another good position is 
side-by-side, facing each other with her leg over your hip.

SMALL PENIS AND BIG VAGINA:
This isn’t the end of the world either! Spend some time going down on her, trying to make 
her climax. Casanova himself would have told you that good sex is the result of technique and 
preparation, as well as some knowledge about her erogenous zones. You have to know how to 
stimulate your partner to maximum arousal.

QUICK FACTS:
The vagina can stretch to an enormous size (like when giving birth) so if you take things slowly you 
won’t tear anything. Only the first 5cm of the vaginal opening are the most sensitive, therefore it 
doesn’t really matter how big or small a penis is because vaginal walls will stretch to accommodate 
any size, shape or length. If you are aiming to give her the ultimate orgasm, focus on arousal of the 
clitoris, not vagina. This is just as sensitive as the penis and results in the most fantastic orgasms. 
Spend time here, with your fingers and tongue. Tease her a lot, talk dirty a little too - the idea is to 
put her in the right mood. Remember – every woman is different and likes different things. I would 
recommend asking her what she likes because that will save you the trouble of guessing. Try out 
different positions. Put pillows under her bottom when you are on top of her. Another position, 
which allows deeper penetration, get her to lie on her back with her legs around your shoulders, 
or pull her knees up to her chest. 

Spend time getting to know your partner’s needs, 
there’s the biggest sexual mystery solved!
Xoxox 
D.

LET’S LOOK AT 
SOME PENIS FACTS

Everyone and their grandmother has heard of the “bigger is better” 
fallacy. But how much truth is in it? Is there really such a thing as 

the “perfect” size? 

Text  by  DOMINIKA SLOMCYNSKA 

A

To get in touch with Dominika, visit 
dominikasdomain.com
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Freak Blue Cruiser
Flying Carrousel-Tourbillon. 7-Day power reserve.

Manual winding manufacture movement.

Patented « Dual Ulysse » escapement in silicium.

Available in 18ct white gold.
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